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ABSTRACT

As demand for flight operations in Antarctica grows, accurate weather forecasting of cloud properties such

as extent, cloud base, and cloud-top altitude becomes essential. The primary aims of this work are to ascertain

relationships between numerical weather prediction (NWP) model output variables and surface-observed

cloud properties and to develop low-cloud-base (,2000m) height prediction algorithms for use across

Antarctica to assist in low-cloud forecasting for aircraft operations. NWP output and radiosonde data are

assessed against surface observations, and the relationship between the relative humidity RH profile and the

height of the observed low-cloud base is investigated. The ability of NWP-derived RH and ice–water cloud

optical depth profiles to represent the observed low-cloud conditions around each of the three Australian

stations in East Antarctica is assessed. NWP-derived RH is drier than that reported by radiosonde from

ground level up to;2000m. This trend reverses in the higher troposphere, and the largest positive difference

is observed at ;10 000m. A consequence is very low RH thresholds are needed for low-cloud-base height

prediction using NWP RH profiles. RH and optical depth–based threshold techniques all show skill in re-

producing the observed cloud-base height at all AustralianAntarctic stations, but the radiosonde-derivedRH

technique is superior in all cases. This comparison of three low-cloud-base height retrieval techniques pro-

vides the first documented assessment of the relative efficacy of each technique in Antarctica.

1. Introduction

The demand for and importance of flight operations

has expanded rapidly in recent years in Antarctica.

Aircraft operations are diverse and include transport

between stations, field camps, and ships; a wide range

of research/field work; and tourism to the continent.

Flight operations require accurate weather forecasts

to ensure safety. Precise weather forecasting is also

essential to facilitate well-organized and successful

field work, while minimizing extra cost due to failure/

postponement of survey work, and for ground trans-

portation. However, weather forecasting in Antarctica

is less accurate than in other places in the world, and

fewer forecasting studies have been conducted in this

area because of insufficient in situ observations, and the
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harsh, isolated environment (Turner et al. 2000; Adams

2002; Pendlebury et al. 2003).

Flight operations across Antarctica are generally

performed under visual flight rules (VFR). Minimum

requirements for descent procedures into unknown

landing areas are a cloud base above 1500 ft (;450m),

where the cloud cover exceeds 50%, and .8-km hori-

zontal visibility (Australian Bureau of Meteorology

2014, chapter 6, section 2.5.4, p. 57). TheAntarctic is one

of the most data-sparse areas on the planet for quality

meteorological observations (Adams et al. 1999) with

visual observations of cloud limited to a small number of

staffed stations, predominantly around the Antarctic

coast. The lack of widespread cloud cover and low-cloud-

base height (hereinafter termed LCBH) observations,

coupled with the cloud-base restrictions on flying, ensure

that forecasting cloud properties in support of aviation

remains a challenge.

This study uses balloon-launched radiosonde data and

surface observations from the three Australian East

Antarctic coastal stations of Mawson, Davis, and Casey,

along with near-coincident numerical weather prediction

(NWP) forecasts, in order to

(i) determine the accuracy of the NWP relative hu-

midity RH profile by comparing NWP-derived RH

(RHNWP) to radiosonde-derived RH (RHsonde),

(ii) investigate if RH profiles (RHsonde and RHNWP)

can be used to determine LCBH, and

(iii) investigate if NWP-modeled cloud water and ice

mixing ratios, after conversion to optical depth, can

be used to determine LCBH.

The dataset and study period are discussed in section

2. An assessment of the NWP-modeled RH profile is

presented in section 3. The efficacy of using RHsonde and

RHNWP profiles to determine the LCBH is explored in

section 4, with section 5 covering the possibility of using

NWP-modeled cloud water and ice mixing ratios in or-

der to determine the LCBH. Section 6 presents a dis-

cussion of all the LCBH retrieval techniques detailed

here and suggests further research.

2. Datasets and study period

Three-hourly surface observation (provided by the

Australian Bureau of Meteorology) data were recorded

by trained observers at Casey, Davis, andMawson. These

data include low-cloud amount (oktas) and LCBH (feet;

later converted to meters). The cloud-base observations

are reported to a precision of 100 ft (;30.5m) between

50 and 5000 ft (;1525m), then every 1000 ft (;305m)

above. No effort was made to assess or reduce the bias of

any particular observer.

Radiosonde observations were conducted at 0000 and

1200 UTC at Casey and Davis. At Mawson, radiosonde

observations were conducted at 0000 UTC between

November 2005 and March 2008, and at 1200 UTC be-

tween April 2008 and May 2010. The radiosondes were

instrumented to measure RH (percent), temperature

(kelvins), pressure (hectopascal), and wind speed and

direction (meters per second). The radiosonde sampled

at 0.5Hz with enough hydrogen to provide an average

ascent rate of 5m s21. This gave an approximate sample

height spacing of 10m. Linear interpolation was then

used to subsample to a regular 50-m vertical grid. Before

the balloon flight, the radiosondes are stored inside,

where different temperature and RH may alter the re-

sponse of the humidity probes. If the radiosonde is not

allowed to equilibrate to the outside temperature prior

to release, then RHmeasurements near the surface may

be affected. An RH spike of up to ;20% was often

observed in the lower 50m of each RH profile, partic-

ularly at Mawson Station. For this reason, the lowest

measurement (i.e., the bottom 50m) was discarded from

each radiosonde RH profile.

The predominant radiosonde used throughout the

study was the Vaisala RS92, with the RS80 radiosondes

phased out at all three stations in early to mid-February

2006. The Vaisala RS80 radiosonde humidity measure-

ments have a time constant of around 37 s at 2408C
(Miloshevich et al. 2004) compared with a negligible

(less than 2 s) time constant for the RS92 radiosonde in

the lower atmosphere (Fig. 1; Miloshevich et al. 2009).

The mean ascent rate of the radiosondes is on the order

of 5m s21, meaning RHsonde measurements may be bi-

ased toward surface conditions for the lower 185m of

some RS80 profiles (less than 10m for RS92 soundings).

Miloshevich et al. (2009) provides a comprehensive

correction algorithm for the RS92 humidity profiles,

taking into account the effects of calibration errors, time

lag (slow sensor response at low temperatures), and

solar radiation errors. Tomasi et al. (2011) analyzed 4-yr

worth of radiosonde data from Dome C on the East

Antarctic plateau, and applied the RS80 (Miloshevich

et al. 2004) and RS92 (Miloshevich et al. 2009) correc-

tions prior to characterizing the temperature and mois-

ture fields. RS80 corrections in the lower atmosphere

were appreciable (around 16% of the measured RH);

however, the corrections to the RS92 profiles were less

significant. Also of note is the fact that Dome C is at an

elevation of 3233m and well inland of the coast, resulting

in dry and cold conditions where the RH correction

values are most significant. In the present study, only the

lower 2000m of the RH profiles were used for cloud

detection and all three stations are on the coast and close

tomean sea level. TheMiloshevich et al. (2009) estimates
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of the RS92 nighttime radiosonde dry bias under such

conditions were around 2% of the measured RH value

and around 5% of the measured values for clear-sky

daytime ascents (Miloshevich et al. 2009). Furthermore,

all radiosonde ascents considered in the present study

were in overcast or near-overcast conditions where solar-

radiation-induced errors would be small, so it is expected

that the dry bias associated with the RS92 radiosonde

would be well under 5% of the measured RH values.

The NWP data used in this study were from the Polar

Limited Area Predictive System (polarLAPS; Adams and

Powers 2007), which was developed by the Australian

Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre (BMRC) based

on the Limited Area Predictive System (LAPS) NWP

forecasting model (Puri et al. 1998; Adams 2004). A polar

stereographic version of LAPS, polarLAPS has a domain

covering all of Antarctica and most of the Southern

Ocean. The NWP model has a 27.5-km horizontal grid

size, and 34 levels of variable vertical grid resolution

ranging from sea level pressure (SLP) 3 0.9988 (around

10mabove ground level) up to SLP3 0.05 (approximately

20km). Data assimilation is not performed by polarLAPS,

and is nested within the National Centers for Environ-

mental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System

(GFS; National Weather Service Environmental Model-

ing Center 2011) model outputs. Provided by polarLAPS

is 3-hourly output out to 120h that is initialized at 0000

and 1200 UTC (Adams and Powers 2007). The 3-hourly

forecast files from the 124-h time step through to the

133-h time step fromeachof the twice-daily forecast runs

were composited to generate a contiguous 3-hourly

dataset concurrent with the surface observations and ra-

diosonde data. Relevant modeled fields include RH,

cloud water mixing ratio (kilograms of water per kilo-

gram of air), and cloud ice mixing ratio (kilograms of

water equivalent per kilogram of air). NWP, surface, and

radiosonde data are summarized in Table 1.

The study period was determined by overlapping time

series of surface observations, radiosondes, and NWP

outputs. Thus, the study period is from November 2005

to May 2010 for surface observations versus radio-

sondes, and from January 1998 to December 2008 for

surface observations versus NWP outputs. To retain the

most data possible, the study period was not restricted to

FIG. 1. (left) Bias and (right) std dev of RHNWP2RHsonde during times of$6-oktas cloud coverage at Casey, Davis,

and Mawson.
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the mutual overlap between all three datasets. There is

no significant temporal separation between the obser-

vations and NWP output. The spatial separation be-

tween each station and the nearest NWP grid points are

given in Table 2. The NWP grid points are between 118

and 234m higher than the respective surface station el-

evations. The consequences of this elevation difference

are discussed in the next session.

3. An assessment of the RHNWP profile

The first aim of this study is to determine how well

RHNWP matches the observed values obtained from

radiosonde measurements. The RHsonde profiles were

resampled using averaging to match the NWP levels.

Following this, the bias between RHsonde and RHNWP

was determined for each radiosonde observation. Profiles

of the mean bias and standard deviation over the entire

study period are presented in Fig. 1 for each station.

Initially, we performed the analyses presented here

using both RH measured over water RHwater (as ob-

served directly by the radiosonde instrumentation and

modeled by polarLAPS) and RH converted to RH

measured over ice RHice (which is expected to more

accurately represent the true RH conditions). This

conversion to RHice frequently produced values well in

excess of 100%. It is likely that the coastal sites selected

here are not suitable for use with a simple conversion to

RHice, particularly during summertime (i.e., when most

flight operations are conducted) when sea ice extent is low.

Nevertheless, such a conversion should be investigated if

these techniques are to be used farther inland.

Inspection of the mean RH bias profile (RHNWP 2
RHsonde) shows that the lower-troposphere NWP forecast

RHvalues are drier than observed across all three stations,

for times of $6 oktas (Fig. 1). A dry bias of up to 15% is

evident in RHNWP from just above the surface to near

2000m. The bias is evident at all three stations, although

weaker in magnitude but vertically more extensive at

Mawson. This dry bias may be partly attributable to the

difference between the observed and modeled wind rose

climatologies at each station (see Fig. 2). In the Antarctic

coastal fringe, the near-surface wind climatology is

strongly forced by local orography. The horizontal grid

resolution of polarLAPS is 0.258 and it only approximates

the steep coastal escarpment observed around Mawson,

inland of Davis, and the orography of Law Dome to the

southeast of Casey. The modeled wind climatology at

Mawson most closely matches the station-based obser-

vations. Both the Casey and Davis modeled wind roses

show wind from inland directions (i.e., dry air) too fre-

quently. At Casey, station observations show a significant

onshore flow from the northeast that is not reproduced in

the polarLAPS climatology, and the NWP prevailing

wind is east-to-southeasterly and directly off the high

drier slopes of Law Dome. Similarly, at Davis the ob-

served surface flow has a more significant flow from the

north-northeast than is evident in the NWP climate,

which shows a dominant easterly flow. This discrepancy

in near-surfacewind partitioningmay directly account for

the observed dry bias.

It is desirable to compare the NWP-modeled wind

rose climatology to an observational climatology at var-

ious altitudes in the lower troposphere. Unfortunately,

production of a quality observational wind rose clima-

tology at altitude from radiosonde data is impossible

because of the much lower volume of data collected by

radiosondes. Nevertheless, we recognize that the surface

wind climatology may not be representative of the cli-

matology above the katabatic layer. Furthermore, the

NWP grid point closest to each station is located inland of

the station (e.g., the NWP grid point closest to Casey is

;12.3km inland, at a mean altitude of ;234.0m; see

Table 2). Coastal locations generally experience more

moisture from the ocean than inland locations, which are

more strongly influenced by dry katabatic winds.

Across all stations, the bias in RHNWP becomes pos-

itive (too moist) in the upper levels, with the largest

TABLE 1. Surface, radiosonde, and NWP datasets used in

this study.

Obs type Data Unit

Surface Amount of low cloud oktas

Height of low-cloud base m

Radiosonde RH %

NWP RH %

Cloud water mixing ratio kgwater/kgair
Cloud ice mixing ratio kgwater equivalent/kgair

TABLE 2. Spatial separations between each of the stations and NWP grid points.

Station Station location NWP grid point

Separation

(km)

Bearing (from station

to NWP)

Casey 66.28258S, 110.52328E (42.3-m elevation) 66.24478S, 110.788E (234.0-m elevation) 12.25 708
Davis 68.57438S, 77.96728E (23.2-m elevation) 68.64128S, 78.06138E (141.2-m elevation) 8.34 1528
Mawson 67.60178S, 62.87538E (16.0-m elevation) 67.56488S, 62.97678E (250.4-m elevation) 5.93 468
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differences generally observed at 10 km. This trend is

likely associated with generally high levels of moisture

seen in the GFS model used to initialize polarLAPS

(Luo and Krueger 2004).

The RHNWP minus RHsonde standard deviation rea-

ches a maximum between 2000 and 4000m, with mid-

troposphere biases close to zero in the same layer.

Biases are generally larger (negative) near the surface

and larger (positive) in the upper troposphere–lower

stratosphere but with lower standard deviations. This

may be because the upper troposphere exhibits less

variability, and near the surface the orographic in-

fluences act to constrain the flow and generate highly

persistent flows. By contrast, the middle atmosphere has

FIG. 2. Wind rose comparison of (left) station 10-m wind observations and (right) coincident near-surface (;9m)

polarLAPS wind forecasts for the period November 2005–May 2010 for (top) Casey, (middle) Davis, and (bottom)

Mawson.
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more variability because of the influence and interaction

of synoptic- and mesoscale events, which are far less

predictable withinNWP systems. Generally, polarLAPS

exhibits a 3–6-h lag on large-scale synoptic systems that

are associated with moisture (Adams and Powers 2007).

Further discrepancies between the radiosonde- and

NWP-reported RH profiles may arise because of the

differences in scale between the radiosonde (essentially

a spotmeasurement) and oneNWPgrid cell (;27.5km3
27.5 km). Interpretation of each profile must take this

scale mismatch into account.

The following section focuses on identifying low-

cloud events by thresholding profiles of RHsonde and

RHNWP. The dry bias evident in the lower 2000m of

RHNWP indicates that the RHNWP thresholds will need

to be relatively low (compared to RHsonde). Neverthe-

less, it is expected that the NWP RH profiles will show

some skill in predicting the LCBH, given that the stan-

dard deviation of the differences is smaller in the lower

troposphere, compared to the middle troposphere.

4. Using RHsonde and RHNWP to determine LCBH

Because the aim of this study is to improve aviation

weather forecasting, it focuses on times when large

amounts of low cloud are present. Data analysis is per-

formed for cases of both$6 oktas observed low cloud, in

which the radiosonde would likely have passed through

low cloud, and 8 oktas observed low cloud, where the sky

was totally covered by low cloud, ensuring the radio-

sonde would encounter the observed cloud. The RH

profiles at low- to midlatitudes generally show high

values (upward of 90%) where clouds are located

(Korolev and Isaac 2006). Relative humidity is a useful

parameter for determining (in the case of radiosonde

observations) or predicting (in the case of NWP) LCBH

at these latitudes. Thus, the surface-observed LCBH

(LCBHSOb) was compared with both RHsonde and

RHNWP profiles using thresholds for defining the LCBH,

to determine the applicability of this approach in Ant-

arctica. The second objective of this work is to investigate

whether RH profiles (both sonde and NWP derived) can

be used to determine LCBH. This is achieved by

d observing where the radiosonde RH profile exceeds

a threshold value (i.e., finding LCBHRHsonde
) and com-

paring this against the LCBHSOb and
d observingwhere theNWP-derivedRHprofile exceeds

a threshold value (i.e., finding LCBHRHNWP
) and

comparing this against LCBHSOb.

The analysis of RHsonde profiles provided in section 3

highlights the limitations in identification of LCBH using

RHprofiles in coastal regions inAntarctica. Complexities

associated with this are shown in Fig. 3, where four ex-

amples of RHsonde profiles are shown with the observed

cloud-base height marked as a horizontal line. In Fig. 3a

the match between the radiosonde-deduced and ob-

served cloud base is excellent, and the observed cloud

base occurs at a high RH value. In Fig. 3b the RHsonde

profile does not show a cloud base at all in the lowest

2000m, although a peak in RH at ;1750m, close to the

observed value, is suggestive of a cloud layer. In Fig. 3c no

RH peak exists near the altitude of the observed cloud

base, and RH values are around 50% near the observed

cloud-base height. In Fig. 3d the observed LCBH occurs

in very low RH, approximately 30%. A peak to 65%RH

was observed at 2300m and the next at 4300m.

The good fit displayed in Fig. 3a is typical behavior at

low- and midlatitudes, with a peak in low-level RH co-

incident with the observed cloud base. However, this

behavior was not observed consistently in this study and

the examples shown in Figs. 3c and 3d highlight the

existence of low clouds in quite low RH environments.

To estimate LCBHRHsonde
andLCBHRHNWP

, appropriate

threshold values of RH need to be found. The long-term

bias betweenLCBHSOb andLCBHRHsonde
/LCBHRHNWP

can

effectively be adjusted by varying the RH threshold. A

higherRH thresholdmeans that higher humidity is needed

to produce a cloud in the sonde or NWP dataset, making

the sondeorNWPminus observed cloud-base heightmore

positive. Here, we use this ability to ‘‘tune’’ the threshold

in order to find threshold values that give a long-termnear-

zero bias in cloud-base height. We vary the RH threshold

from 40% to 100% in increments of 1% in order to find

the value that gives a near-zero mean difference be-

tween LCBHSOb and LCBHRHsonde
or LCBHRHNWP

.

These values, and the mean bias obtained using

these thresholds, are shown in Table 3. Also shown is

the mean standard deviation of the difference be-

tween LCBHSOb and LCBHRHsonde
or LCBHRHNWP

, and

the percentage of observed clouds that are able to be

reproduced (i.e., theRH threshold is exceeded in the lower

4000m of themodel atmosphere) using that threshold.We

use an altitude of 4000m as a search window threshold

here in order to correctly produce negative bias values

where the predicted cloud is close to the 2000-m low-cloud

cutoff value. A sensitivity test (varying the search window

threshold from 2000 to 4000m in 500-m steps) showed that

the resulting critical success index (CSI) was largely in-

sensitive to the choice of this threshold; CSI values using

a 2000-m threshold were generally 0.02–0.03 lower than

when using a 4000-m threshold, for both the LCBHRHsonde

and LCBHRHNWP
techniques (and also for the LCBHtNWP

technique discussed in the following section).

For the LCBHRHsonde
technique, the near-100% RH

threshold values needed to obtain a bias of around zero
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indicate that the radiosonde humidity profile is a useful

tool for cloud studies, despite ice clouds predominating

over liquid clouds at polar latitudes. Around 89%–93%

of low clouds were able to be reproduced using this

technique.

For the LCBHRHNWP
technique (Table 3), the RH

threshold values range between 58% and 66%, de-

pending on location and cloud cover. These values are

up to 30% lower than the equivalent thresholds for the

radiosonde RH-derived profiles. This is likely a conse-

quence of the dry lower NWP atmosphere, as discussed

in the previous section. Nevertheless, this technique is

able to reproduce 85%–95% of the observed low

clouds. Standard deviation values are on the order of

800m, compared with ;600m for the radiosonde

technique, likely reflecting the ;20% standard de-

viation of RHNWP minus RHsonde in the lower tropo-

sphere (see Fig. 1), as well as the much coarser vertical

resolution in the NWP product.

In addition to these metrics, we also calculated the

standard forecast metrics of bias score, probability of de-

tection (POD), false alarm ratio (FAR), and CSI. These

four metrics are calculated from total numbers of hits,

misses, and false alarms. These terms are defined here:

d Hit—low cloud (i.e., a cloud base below 2000m) was

forecast using NWP outputs or predicted from the

sonde RH profile, and low cloud was observed by the

observer.
d Miss—no low cloud was forecast or predicted, but

a low cloud was observed.
d False alarm—low cloud was forecast or predicted, but

no low cloud was observed.

The bias score, POD, FAR, andCSImetrics (Schaefer

1990) are then defined as follow:

d Bias score5 (hits1 false alarms)/(hits1misses)—this

metric answers the question, how does the forecast

FIG. 3. Example profiles of RHsonde at Mawson Station with LCBHSOb overplotted (horizontal line). (a) At

0000 UTC 31 Mar 2006, the RHsonde profile shows a peak near 100% RH at the observed cloud-base height. (b) At

0000UTC 14Dec 2005, theRHprofile shows a peak near the LCBH, though theRH is only;80%at this altitude. (c)

At 0000 UTC 2 Jan 2006, the observed LCBH of 900m does not correspond with an RH peak, and the RH is only

;50% at the observed cloud-base height. (d) At 1200UTC 23May 2009, the observed LCBH occurs in very lowRH.

A peak to 65% RH was observed at 2300m and the next at 4300m.
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frequency of low-cloud events compare to the observed

frequency? A score of unity indicates no bias.
d POD5 hits/(hits1misses)—this metric measures the

success of the forecast in correctly predicting the

occurrence of events (but is insensitive to false alarms).

A score of unity indicates no misses.
d FAR5 false alarms/(hits1 false alarms)—this metric

measures the fraction of forecast events that were

nonevents. A score of zero indicates no false alarms,

while a score of unity implies all forecasted events

were nonevents.
d CSI5hits/(hits1misses1falsealarms)51/f(1/POD)1
[1/(12FAR)]21g—this metric measures the overall

success of the forecast in correctly predicting the occur-

rence of events. A score of unity indicates a perfect

forecast record, with no misses or false alarms.

For the LCBHRHsonde
technique (Table 3) these met-

rics show a large degree of skill. The bias score is close to

unity, indicating forecast low cloud occurs at about the

right frequency; the POD is reasonably high at ;0.74;

the FAR is relatively low at ;0.33; and the CSI has

a mean value of 0.54 across all stations.

The bias scores for the LCBHRHNWP
technique are

higher than those obtained when using the LCBHRHsonde

technique. As a corollary, the POD and FAR are both

higher when using the LCBHRHNWP
technique, andCSI is

consequently lower (a mean value of ;0.46). This in-

dicates that the LCBHRHNWP
low-cloud forecast is more

conservative than that of the LCBHRHsonde
technique, at

the cost of a higher FAR.

Little difference exists in the statistics of the 8-oktas

datasets compared to the equivalent $6-oktas datasets,

despite the guarantee of the radiosonde passing

through the low cloud in the former, and the larger

sample size of the latter. This indicates that both

techniques perform similarly well under a range of low-

cloud-cover conditions.

We conclude that RH profiles from radiosonde data

are a reliable indicator of LCBH in Antarctica, despite

the predominance of the ice phase in low clouds. Fur-

thermore, despite the need for quite low (;63%) RH

thresholds (a probable consequence of the too-dry NWP

lower atmosphere), NWP RH profiles also represent

LCBH with a comparable but slightly lower degree of

accuracy (low cloud is overforecast, at the cost of a higher

TABLE 3. Comparison showing number of observations, RH, or t threshold used to obtain near-zero mean bias, std dev of difference

between predicted and observed cloud-base height, and percentage of clouds reproduced. Variable LCBHRHsonde
is defined as the lowest

level where the RHsonde profile exceeds the RH threshold. Variable LCBHRHNWP
is defined as the lowest level where the RHNWP profile

exceeds the RH threshold. Variable LCBHtNWP
is defined as the lowest level where the optical depth tNWP profile exceeds the t threshold.

Boldface indicates mean values where relevant (mean excludes values from Mawson when using the LCBHRHsonde
technique). Forecast

metrics (bias score, POD, FAR, and CSI) are discussed in the text.

8 oktas $6 oktas

Mawson Davis Casey Mean Mawson Davis Casey Mean

LCBHRHsonde
No. of observed cloud events 120 109 394 216 401 780

RH threshold at min bias (%) 88 91 91 90 88 91 92 90.3
Mean std dev (m) 480 600 729 603 439 508 698 548

Clouds reproduced (%) 92.5 91.7 89.3 91.2 88.9 91.3 81.4 87.2

Bias score 1.00 1.20 1.12 1.11 1.00 1.20 1.08 1.09

POD 0.75 0.74 0.72 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.70 0.73
FAR 0.24 0.39 0.36 0.33 0.24 0.39 0.35 0.33

CSI 0.61 0.50 0.51 0.54 0.61 0.50 0.51 0.54

LCBHRHNWP
No. of observed cloud events 378 271 1221 706 1113 2336

RH threshold at min bias (%) 58 64 63 61.7 61 66 65 64

Mean std dev (m) 821 794 805 807 801 771 865 812

Clouds reproduced (%) 89.2 95.2 94.9 93.1 85.3 89.7 91.6 88.8

Bias score 1.38 1.91 1.38 1.56 1.29 1.84 1.34 1.49
POD 0.76 0.82 0.83 0.80 0.73 0.79 0.80 0.77

FAR 0.45 0.57 0.40 0.47 0.44 0.57 0.40 0.47

CSI 0.47 0.39 0.53 0.47 0.46 0.39 0.52 0.46

LCBHtNWP
No. of observed cloud events 378 271 1221 706 1113 2336

t threshold at min bias 0.01 0.0125 0.0175 0.013 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.01

Mean std dev (m) 829 838 797 821 864 804 848 839

Clouds reproduced (%) 80.7 92.3 89.3 87.4 73.8 80.4 82.4 78.9

Bias score 0.96 1.29 1.14 1.13 1.04 1.32 1.15 1.17
POD 0.59 0.62 0.73 0.65 0.62 0.64 0.74 0.67

FAR 0.38 0.52 0.36 0.42 0.40 0.52 0.36 0.43

CSI 0.43 0.37 0.52 0.44 0.44 0.38 0.52 0.45
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FAR). It is worth acknowledging the difficulty in accu-

rately predicting RH in Antarctica: Bromwich et al.

(2013) note that the polar-optimized Weather Research

and Forecasting (Polar WRF) Model shows little skill in

predicting RH.

5. Cloud-base height forecasting from NWP-
modeled cloud mixing ratios

Finally, we seek to determine if other NWP outputs

can effectively reproduce the observed LCBH. The

Antarctic Mesoscale Prediction System (AMPS) Polar

WRF team derives cloud by simply drawing the

0.01 g kg21 contour of the sum of the model micro-

physical fields of cloud ice, cloud water, and snow

(K. Manning 2014, personal communication). We expect

that the cloud water mixing ratio and cloud ice mixing

ratio parameters, explicitly forecast in polarLAPS, will

relate to cloud visibility after conversion to optical depth

t. This objective is thus achieved by converting NWP-

derived cloud water and ice mixing ratios to optical

depth, observing where these profiles exceed a threshold

t (i.e., determining LCBHtNWP
), and comparing this

against the surface observations.

Four polarLAPS variables explicitly involve water

content: water vapor mixing ratio, rainwater mixing ra-

tio, cloud water mixing ratio, and cloud ice mixing ratio.

Only cloud water and cloud ice mixing ratios are rele-

vant for Antarctic clouds. Water vapor is irrelevant for

this study because it is invisible at visible wavelengths

(400–700 nm) and therefore not a hazard to aviation,

and rainwater mixing ratio is typically very low in Ant-

arctica compared to cloud water and cloud ice mixing

ratios. Thus, the water vapor and rainwatermixing ratios

were excluded from this analysis.

Cloud water and cloud ice mixing ratios were con-

verted to liquid water path LWP and ice water path

IWP, respectively, for each NWP level. Variables LWP

and IWP are defined as the total mass of water (kgm22)

(or water equivalent in the case of IWP) in a column of

atmosphere.

From simple geometry,

LWP5 (cloud water mixing ratio)(rair)(DZ) and

IWP5 (ice water mixing ratio)(rair)(DZ) ,

where rair is density of air at the altitude of interest and

DZ is the thickness of the NWP model vertical level.

Following this conversion, LWP and IWP values were

divided by the cosine of the solar zenith angle SZA to

account for increased cloud visibility during times of low

solar elevation. Values of SZA are generally between

458 and 908 during daytime around the coast of East

Antarctica. In this study, a constant summertime value

of SZA 5 708 was used for simplicity.

Values of LWP and IWP were then converted to op-

tical depth, a dimensionless quantity describing the

visibility of a cloud, with the conversion to t from LWP

given by

tLWP5

�
9

5

��
LWP

rwaterre

�
,

from Wood (2013), and for ice water content given by

tIWP 5 0:068(IWP)0:83 ,

fromHeymsfield et al. (2003), where rwater is the density

of water and re is the effective cloud droplet radius.

According to Lachlan-Cope (2010), the effective radius

of Antarctic cloud droplets ranges from 4 to 200 mm. In

this study, the effective radius was set to a constant value

of 20 mm, in line with values observed at Palmer Station

(a coastal station on the West Antarctic Peninsula)

(Lachlan-Cope 2010).

Figure 4 shows the observable characteristics of sev-

eral values of optical depth. We define t 5 3 as thin

cloud (Lo et al. 2006) and t ’ 1 is a suitable value for

typical cirrus clouds (Landulfo et al. 2008). A t value of

0.03 is widely used as a threshold for cloud visibility

(Bourassa et al. 2005; McFarquhar et al. 2000; Sassen

et al. 1989; Giannakaki et al. 2007).

The t threshold used here is determined in a similar

manner to how the RH threshold is determined in the

previous section: The value that gives the lowest mean

difference between LCBHSOb and LCBHtNWP
is taken as

the threshold value. For each observation, the optical

depth was calculated at each NWP model level from the

cloud water and cloud ice mixing ratios. The lowest cloud

level above the visible threshold was taken to be the NWP

cloud base. This was then compared with LCBHSOb.

Values of LCBH are calculated using a range of threshold

t values (from 0.0025 to 0.04 in increments of 0.0025).

Results for this LCBHtNWP
technique are given in Table 3.

The threshold t, standard deviation, and the per-

centage of observed clouds able to be reproduced, as

well as the forecast metrics bias score, POD, FAR, and

CSI, are given in Table 3. The t threshold adjustments

were able to effectively tune the mean bias to near zero

in all six data subsets. Threshold t values range from

0.005 to 0.0175 depending on the data subset. This is

generally lower than the minimum t threshold value for

visible cloud as reported in the literature (i.e., t 5 0.03;

see Fig. 4), though this may be another consequence of

a too-dry NWP lower troposphere.
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As a final step, we compare the LCBHtNWP
technique

against LCBHRHsonde
and LCBHRHNWP

using the statistics

in Table 3. The standard deviation of the difference

between LCBHSOb and LCBHtNWP
is very similar to the

values obtained with the LCBHRHNWP
method, again

reflecting the coarse vertical resolution of the NWP

outputs. The percentage of clouds able to be accurately

reproduced is slightly lower than the LCBHRHNWP

method, but the bias score is much closer to unity, and the

FAR is consequently much lower. This is reflected in

a slightly lower CSI for the LCBHtNWP
technique. In

summary, estimation ofLCBHfrom the cloudmixing ratio

conversion to t is a viable alternative to the NWP-derived

RH profile threshold method. By tuning the t threshold to

obtain an approximately zero bias between observed and

modeled LCBH, the LCBHtNWP
method produces a less

conservative forecast than the LCBHRHNWP
method.

6. Conclusions and further research

The research outlined in this paper has compared low-

cloud-base height forecasts from NWP output against

radiosonde-based RH threshold methods. The NWP

model RH profile was first assessed by comparing

RHNWP against RHsonde. We found RHNWP to be drier

from ground level to;2000m, and moister in the higher

troposphere. The upper-level positive moisture bias was

most likely due to the diagnosed high levels of moisture

in the upper troposphere within the GFS model used to

initialize polarLAPS. The low-level moisture deficit was

suggested to be a result of inaccurate modeling of low-

level prevailing winds, at least partially the result of

choosing NWP grid points farther inland than the ra-

diosonde launch sites, as well as elevation differences

between observation stations and model grid points. The

midtroposphere showed the smallest biases in the NWP–

radiosonde comparison but the largest standard deviation

at around 22% compared to 15% near the surface and in

the upper atmosphere, likely attributable to the more

complex synoptic- and mesoscale weather systems influ-

encing the midtropospheric regions (Holton 1992). This

moisture deficit resulted in the very low RH and t

thresholds required for LCBH prediction using the NWP

product. Despite unrealistically low thresholds, both

forecast techniques showed roughly equal skill in pre-

dicting LCBH. The RH forecast technique produced

a more conservative low-cloud forecast than the t tech-

nique, but both NWP techniques were able to reproduce

a similar percentage of observed low clouds, and both

produced a similar mean standard deviation. As ex-

pected, neither NWP-based technique showed as much

skill as the radiosonde RH-based technique.

Across all three LCBH prediction methods, Mawson

Station consistently required the lowest RH and t

thresholds for optimum cloud-base height detection.

The formation of cloud at lower RH/t values at Mawson

is possibly related to a different cloud microphysics re-

gime along the strongly katabatic-dominated Mawson

coast. Relatively highmoisture levels in the first 100m or

so from the surface were often measured there by the

FIG. 4. Visibility characteristics of cloud for a range of values of optical depth: 1) Bohren et al.

(1995); 2) Lo et al. (2006); 3) Landulfo et al. (2008); 4) Schmidt et al. (1993); and 5) Bourassa

et al. (2005), McFarquhar et al. (2000), Sassen et al. (1989), and Giannakaki et al. (2007).
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sondes within otherwise very dry continental outflow

environments, such as in Fig. 3. This moist surface layer

was particularly evident during strong wind events and

presumably results from the ablation/sublimation of the

icy surface and windborne ice crystals. Also worth not-

ing is that blowing snow can remain airborne for days

following strong winds (Walden et al. 2003).Many of the

instances where low cloud was observed in dry RH

sonde environments (such as Figs. 3c,d) occurred in

windy continental flow regimes. It would be an in-

teresting extension of this work to investigate whether

this moist surface layer can at times be lifted to its con-

densation level to produce optically visible thin cloud that

goes underdetected by the 2-s (10m) sampling of the

sonde. Davis Station consistently reported the lowest CSI

score, both in the 8- and$6-oktas cases, because of a high

FAR score. This may be attributable to the NWP station

grid point being situated about 8km farther inland than

the observation and coastal radiosonde release site (see

Table 2). This also places the NWP station grid point only

2km from the Sørsdal Glacier, where drier cold-air
drainage is more prone to throughflow, which in turn
supports the relatively higher frequency of easterly winds
at the NWP gridpoint site (see Fig. 2).

An alternative LCBH determination technique was

investigated using NWP-modeled cloud water and cloud

ice mixing ratios converted into optical depth as a dis-

criminator of cloud. Both NWP-derived LCBH retrieval

techniques (LCBHtNWP
and LCBHRHNWP

) were roughly

equally effective. Both NWP-based techniques returned

similar values for the standard deviation between ob-

served andmodeled cloud base and percentage of clouds

able to be reproduced. Combining both the RH- and

t-based retrievals for enhanced NWP prediction would

be a worthwhile extension of this work. We also suggest

for future work that it may be worthwhile to consider

grid points that may be more representative of the sta-

tion (i.e., at the same altitude as the station) rather than

the geographically closest one (which is often inland) to

see if the low-level moisture forecasts improve.

Although polarLAPS has recently been decom-

missioned, the intercomparison techniques presented in

this study could be used to verify other high-latitude

models [e.g., the new Australian Antarctic NWP model,

Australian Community Climate and Earth-System Simu-

lator Polar (ACCESS-P)]. This could also incorporate

a comparison of different cloud microphysics packages, to

assess which models perform best in the Antarctic region.
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